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INTRODUCTION
The following problem is posed in [1, 2], where its origins in model
theory are explained.
Problem. Given integers 2nr and a set X with r elements, find the
least integer d for which there are two disjoint multisets [E1 , ..., Ed] and
[E$1 , ..., E$d] of equivalence relations on X, such that each relation has at
most n classes, at least one of them actually has n nonempty classes, and for
each x # X the restrictions of the Ej to X&[x] coincide in some order with
the restrictions of the E$j to X&[x].
We denote the least such d by $(r, n). It is easy to see [2] that
$(r, 2)=2r&2 when r is even, while $(r, 2) is undefined when r is odd. Some
other values of $ for small r and n are indicated in [1, 2], for example,
$(5, 4)=7. In [2], values are conjectured for $(r, n) in all cases where
n3.
The conjectured values of $(r, 3) were established in [3]. In the present
paper we focus on the value of $(r, 4) for odd r7, which is conjectured
in [2] to be 2r&2&1. Our result will subsequently be used in determining
$(r, n) for larger n.
An example given in [2] shows that $(r, 4)2r&2&1 for odd r7, so
our task here will be to establish the reverse inequality. In doing so we can
count the relations in each multiset according to their multiplicities, but we
shall in fact establish somewhat more than is required by proving
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Theorem. If n=4 and r is odd, and if E1=[E1 , ..., Ed] and
E2=[E$1 , ..., E$d] are multisets satisfying the conditions of the above problem
for a set X with r elements, then the number of distinct relations in
E=E1 _ E2 is at least 2r&1&2.
With this theorem we complete the proof of Conjecture B in [2, p. 279].
In proving the theorem it will be convenient to think of all the relations
in E as having four classes, some of which may be empty. With this under-
standing, we note that for any relation R in E and x # X, there is a relation
R* in E distinct from R that is obtained from R by moving x to a different
class. We will refer to relations obtained from one or more uses of this
observation as being obtained by moving certain elements of X, or by
movability.
We will say that E has the property of 3-apartness if for every three
elements x, y, z # X, E contains a relation in which x, y, and z all lie in
different classes. We will prove the Theorem by considering two cases: one
where 3-apartness holds, and one where it fails.
For the convenience of the reader we recall here the example from [2]
that establishes the upper bound 2r&2&1 on $(r, 4), for odd r5. For
such an r we take a set X of cardinality r and partition X as [b] _ A _ A$,
where A and A$ have even cardinalities. Any partition of A or A$ into two
sets then has a well-defined parity, namely the parity of either class. We
let E consist of all partitions of X into at most four pieces arising from
partitions of A and A$ into at most two classes each, with b adjoined
to one of the nonempty classes, together with all partitions of X into
exactly four pieces in which [b] is a class and either A or A$ constitutes
a class.
We place into E1 relations of three types: those in which b occurs with
a nonempty subset of A and the partitions of A and A$ have the same
parity; those in which b occurs with a nonempty subset of A$ and the parti-
tions of A and A$ have opposite parity; and those in which b is alone and
either the partition of A is nontrivial of odd parity or the partition of A$
is nontrivial of even parity. E2 consists of the remaining elements of E, and
|E1 |=|E2 |=2
r&2&1.
1. CASE I: 3-APARTNESS HOLDS
If we start with any relation in E we may empty out one of its classes
by movability, and since r7 we thus obtain a relation in E in which there
is a class with at least three elements. Choosing three elements a, b, c from
this class, it follows from movability and 3-apartness that there are in E
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relations inducing each of the following partitions of [a, b, c] (we use verti-
cal bars to separate equivalence classes, and we abuse notation by omitting
commas and set-building braces):
a | b | c ac | b a | bc ab | c abc.
Throughout this section we will refer to these partitions of [a, b, c]
as configurations IV, in the indicated order, and we shall proceed by
considering the number of distinct relations in E that induce each of these
configurations.
Using movability and considering the placement of the r&3 elements of
X$=X&[a, b, c] we see that configuration I is induced by at least 2r&3
distinct relations, and each of IIIV by at least 2r&4. For example, if every
relation in E that induces II has only two nonempty classes then by moving
the elements of X$ we get 2r&3 relations inducing II, while if E contains a
relation inducing ac | b | x for some x # X$ then by moving the elements of
X$&[x] we get 2r&4 relations inducing II.
We define the weight w(C) of a configuration C to be the ratio of the
number of distinct relations in E inducing C to 2r&4. Thus we have
w(I )2 and w(C)1 if C is any of configurations IIIV. By reasoning
similar to that in the preceding paragraph we see that w(V)0.5.
The following terminology will be helpful. If x # X$ and d # [a, b, c] then
we say x achieves d if there is a relation R in E in which x occurs with d.
If C is one of configurations IV and there is such an R that induces C,
then we say x achieves d on C. We say x achieves n on I if there is a relation
in E inducing I and placing x with none of a, b, c. We say x achieves nor
on II (respectively III or IV) if there is a relation in E inducing II (respec-
tively III or IV) and placing x with none of a, b, c.
Lemma 1.1. Let C be any of configurations IIIV.
(i) If w(C)>1 then w(C)1.5.
(ii) If w(C)=1 then w(V)1.
Proof. Suppose for ease of notation that C is II.
(i) If w(II )>1 then either some x # X$ achieves nor and either a or
b on II, or else no x # X$ achieves nor on II. In the second eventuality we
have 2r&3 distinct relations inducing II, so w(II)=2. In the first eventuality
we have at least 2r&4 relations inducing II in which x occurs with neither
ac nor b, and at least 2r&5 in which x occurs with either ac or b, so
w(II )1.5.
(ii) If w(II )=1 then we can write X$ as a disjoint union Y _ Z,
where Y consists of those elements of X$ that do not achieve nor on II and
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Z consists of those that achieve neither a nor b on II, and Z{<. In any
relation R in E inducing II we can move b to produce a different relation
R* in E, and by definition of Y and Z, b must occur with ac in R*. Since
distinct R’s yield distinct R*’s, this concludes the proof.
We can produce higher weights for configurations IIIV by showing
that certain special elements exist in X$. We say that x # X$ roams on II,
or is a roamer on II, if x achieves a, b, and nor on II. A roamer on III
(respectively IV) must achieve a, b, and nor on III (respectively a, c, and
nor on IV).
Lemma 1.2. Let C be any of configurations IIIV. If there exists a
roamer on C, then w(C)2.
Proof. Suppose again for definiteness that C is II. If x is a roamer on
II then with x in position nor we get at least 2r&4 relations in E inducing
II by moving the r&4 elements of X$&[x], while with x in position ac or
in position b we get at least 2r&5.
Our goal in dealing with Case I will be to show that there are in fact at
least 2r&1=8(2r&4) distinct relations in E. If we define the weight w(E) of
E to be the sum of the weights of configurations IV, then our goal is to
show that in Case I we have w(E)8. We shall proceed by considering two
subcases, determined by how many of configurations IIIV have weight 1.
Subcase IA. At least two of IIIV have weight 1.
Without loss of generality we suppose w(II )=w(III )=1.
We thus have two decompositions of X$ as disjoint unions YII _ ZII and
YIII _ ZIII , where the elements of YII (respectively YIII) are placed with
either a or b by every relation in E inducing II (respectively III), and the
elements of ZII (respectively ZIII) never occur with either a or b in any rela-
tion in E inducing II (respectively III).
Lemma 1.3. Each of the sets YII , ZII , YIII , ZIII has even cardinality.
Proof. Consider ZII . If we start with a relation R in E1 , say, that
induces II, and move an element x of ZII , x must avoid a and b, and the
resulting new relation must be in E2 . Repeating this for the remaining
elements of ZII we arrive back at the original relation R again, and if |ZII |
were odd this would give us R # E2 , a contradiction.
So |ZII | is even, and therefore so is YII , because |X$|=r&3 is even.
Likewise, |ZIII | and |YIII | are even.
Lemma 1.4. YII=YIII and ZII=ZIII .
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Proof. We first claim that YII YIII . If YII {<, let y1 # YII and, by
Lemma 1.3, let y2 be another element of YII , with the aim of showing
y1 # YIII . We have a relation in E inducing acy1 | by2 , and if we move b in
this relation we must get acby1 | y2 because y2 # YII . When we now move
a we see that y1 # YIII .
By a similar argument we get YIII YII , and this concludes the proof.
By Lemma 1.4 we can simplify our notation and write just Y and Z for
YII and ZII .
Lemma 1.5. If Y{< then w(E)8 so the Theorem holds.
Proof. Let y # Y, and consider which of the four possible positions
a, b, c, n y achieves on I. Note that y certainly achieves the positions c and
n, because we can take a relation R in which a, b, and y are all in different
classes, and any such relation must induce I since y # Y. In R, y is either
in position c or in position n, and if we move c then y achieves the other
of these two positions.
If y also achieves a and b on I, then w(I )4, so since each of IIV has
weight at least 1 by Lemma 1.1(ii) we have w(E)8.
So suppose for a contradiction that we have d # [a, b] such that y never
achieves d on I. Since Z{<, take z1 , z2 # Z by Lemma 1.3, and take a
relation R in E1 , say, that induces ac | b | z1 | z2 and in which y is not with
d. When we move b we must get a relation in E2 inducing acb | < | z1 | z2 ,
because z1 , z2 # Z. When we then move a we get a relation in E1 inducing
cb | a | z1 | z2 . In this relation y occurs with d, so when we move c we can-
not get a relation inducing I, and therefore we get a relation in E2 inducing
b | ca | z1 | z2 . If we now move the elements of Y we get a relation in E2 ,
since |Y| is even. But this relation is R, the relation we started with in E1 .
We now focus our attention on Z. We call an element x of X$ non-a
(respectively non-b) if x never achieves a (respectively b). We let
Z&=[z # Z : z is non-a or non-b] and Z+=Z&Z&.
Lemma 1.6. If |Z+|>2 then w(E)8 so the Theorem holds.
Proof. If |Z+|>2 let x, y, z # Z+. By 3-apartness we have a relation R
in E in which x, y, z are all apart. We can assume that a and b are apart
in R, so that at least one of x, y, z (say x) occurs with a or b and thus R
induces I since x, y, z # Z. At least one of y, z (say y) occurs with neither
a nor b in R. When we move c it cannot join a or b because of the position
of x, so y achieves both c and n on I. But since y # Z+, y achieves a
(respectively b) and hence does so on I since y # Z. Thus w(I )4 so
w(E)8.
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Lemma 1.7. |Z&|2.
Proof. Suppose x, y, z are non-a. We have a relation in which x, y, z
are all apart, and a lies in the fourth class. But then a cannot be moved,
a contradiction. Likewise, we cannot have three non-b elements.
Suppose that x, z are non-a and y is non-b. We assert that both x and
z are non-b, so that we get a contradiction, as in the preceding paragraph.
For suppose x, say, occurs with b in some relation in E, and hence in a
relation R in which a and b are apart and x and z are apart. Then R
induces I and still does so if we move c, so we have a relation inducing
a | bx | c | z. But then a cannot be moved, because x, z are non-a and x # Z.
Proposition 1.8. The Theorem holds in Subcase IA.
Proof. By the preceding three lemmas we need only consider the situa-
tion where r=7, |Z+|=2=|Z&| , and Y=<.
Write Z+=[s, t], Z&=[u, v]. We know that each of s, t achieves each
of a, b on I, and we assert that one of s, t also achieves both c and n on
I, so w(I )4 and w(E)8.
First, we have the relation ac | b | su | tv in, say, E1 . If we move b and
then a we must get successively the relations acb | < | su | tv in E2 and
cb | a | su | tv in E1 , since s, u, t, v # Z. If we cannot move c to join su or tv
we conclude that the relation we started with is in E2 , a contradiction, so
we may assume without loss of generality that we have b | a | csu | tv in E.
So s achieves c and t achieves n on I.
If we now repeat the preceding paragraph starting with ac | b | st | uv, we
conclude that either b | a | cst | uv # E, so that t also achieves c, or
b | a | st | cuv # E, so that s also achieves n. This concludes the proof.
Subcase IB. At most one of IIIV has weight 1.
We note that in this subcase IIV have a combined weight of at least 5,
by Lemma 1.1, so if w(I )3 then w(E)8 and the Theorem holds. Since
w(I )2 in any case, and since by Lemma 1.1 V together with any of IIIV
has a combined weight of at least 2, the Theorem also holds if two of IIIV
each have weight at least 2. On the other hand, if two of IIIV each have
weight less than 2 then at most one of these has weight 1, and the other
has weight at least 1.5. So without loss of generality we assume:
w(I )<3, w(II )<2, 1.5w(III )<2, 1.5w(IV). (V)
Our goal will be to show that these assumptions entail a contradiction.
Since w(I )<3 we know that every element of X$ achieves exactly two of
a, b, c, n on I. We classify elements of X$ as on, off, or mixed depending on
whether the two achieved are a and b, c and n, or one of a, b and one of
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c, n. We let k, l, m denote, respectively, the numbers of on, mixed, and off
elements in X$, so that k+l+m=r&3, an even number.
We say that x # X$ achieves nor on I if x achieves c or n on I. By 3-apart-
ness, every x # X$ achieves nor either on I or on II, so if x achieves a and
b then x achieves each of a, b, nor on either I or II. No x # X$ can achieve
all three on I or on II, since w(I )<3 and w(II )<2, so at least one of the
three is achieved by x on I but not on II, and at least one on II but not
on I. Similar remarks apply with II replaced by III.
Lemma 1.9. (i) X$ contains at most one off-element that achieves both
a and b.
(ii) Any non-a element in X$ that achieves b must achieve b on I. In
particular any off-element that is non-a is non-b (and vice versa).
(iii) There are at most two non-a elements in X$, and at most two
non-b elements.
(iv) There are at most two off-elements in X$ that fail to achieve both
a and b.
(v) There at most three off-elements in X$.
Proof. (i) Suppose x and y are off-elements that achieve both a and
b. Then each of x, y achieves each of a, b on II, hence fails to achieve nor
on II because there is no roamer on II (Lemma 1.2).
On the other hand, we have a relation R in E in which x, y and c are
all apart and c and b are apart. No such relation can induce I, because if
it did one of a or b would have to occur with x or y, contradicting the fact
that x and y are off-elements. Thus by moving a if necessary we obtain a
relation inducing II in which one of x, y occurs at nor, contradicting the
result of the preceding paragraph.
(ii) If x is non-a and achieves b but not on I then we have a relation
in E inducing ac | xb. But in such a relation we cannot move a.
(iii) This was proved in the first paragraph of the proof of Lemma 1.7.
(iv) This follows from (ii) and (iii).
(v) This follows from (i) and (iv).
Lemma 1.10. If k2 then m is odd.
Proof. Since k2 we can let x and y be distinct on-elements. Neither
of x, y achieves nor on I, so both achieve nor on II and on III. Hence
neither of x, y achieves both a and b on II, or on III. Let R be a relation
in E1 , say, inducing I, in which x occurs with one of a, b it does not achieve
on II, y occurs with one of a, b it does not achieve on III, and every mixed
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element occurs with one of a, b. Then if z is c or an off-element, when we
move z it cannot join a or b. So if the number of off-elements were even
then moving c and all the off-elements would give us the relation R in E2 ,
a contradiction.
Lemma 1.11. If k is odd then m=0.
Proof. Assume k is odd, and suppose first that x is an off-element that
achieves both a and b. Since x must then achieve both a and b on II, and
on III, x cannot achieve nor on either II or III. We have a relation R in
E1 , say, inducing a | b | c | x and placing no mixed elements with a or b.
When we move a and then b, neither can join c or x because x is an off-
element and does not achieve nor on II or III. When we then move the odd
number of on-elements we arrive at the original relation R in E2 , a con-
tradiction.
Suppose now that t is an off-element that is non-a, say. Let u be an on-
element, and take a relation R in E1 , say, inducing a | bu | ct and placing
no mixed elements with a or b. When we move b it must join a or c because
u is an on-element. If the relation R* obtained by moving b to join c is not
in E then we get a relation in E2 inducing ab | u | ct, and when we move a
it must join u because t is non-a and u is an on-element. When we then
move the odd number of on-elements we obtain the contradiction R # E2 .
So we conclude that R* is in E, and induces a | u | bct. When we move c
it must join a, since t is an off-element. But then we can’t move a, since t
is non-a and an off-element.
Lemma 1.12. (i) If l is even then k=0.
(ii) l{0
Proof. (i) Suppose l is even and k2. Then by Lemma 1.10 m is odd,
so since k+l+m is even, k is odd. Then by Lemma 1.11, m=0, a con-
tradiction.
Suppose l is even and k=1. Then m=0 by Lemma 1.11, so k+l+m
is odd, a contradiction.
(ii) If l=0 then by (i) k=0, and m3 by Lemma 1.9 (v). This is
impossible since r7.
The main significance of Lemma 1.12 will of course be that it guarantees
us the existence of at least one mixed element.
Lemma 1.13. (i) Every off-element is non-a and non-b.
(ii) m1.
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Proof. (i) Let x be an off-element, and let z be a mixed element. Take
a relation in E inducing I and placing z apart from a and b. Then when we
move c it must join a or b, so x achieves nor on II or III, hence fails to
achieve one of a, b on that one of II, III. Since x is an off-element this
means that x is non-a or non-b, so by Lemma 1.9(ii) x is non-a and non-b.
(ii) Suppose x and y are two off-elements, and the mixed element z
achieves, say a but not b on I. Take a relation in E inducing az | b | cx | y.
Then since x and y are non-a and non-b, when we move a and then b we
get a relation inducing bz | a | cx | y. Thus z achieves b on I, a contradic-
tion.
Lemma 1.14. k=0 or m=0.
Proof. Suppose u is an on-element and x is an off-element. Let z be a
mixed element that does not achieve, say, b on I. Take a relation in E
inducing auz | b | cx. Then when we move a and then b we must get a rela-
tion inducing buz | a | cx, because x is non-a and non-b and u is an on-
element. Thus z achieves b on I, a contradiction.
Lemma 1.15. If l is even then k=m=0. If l is odd then either m=1 and
k=0 or m=0 and k=1.
Proof. If l is even then k=m=0 by Lemmas 1.12(i) and 1.13(ii), since
k+l+m must be even.
Now suppose l is odd. If m=1 then k=0 by Lemma 1.14. If m{1 then
m=0 by Lemma 1.13 (ii). If k2 this contradicts Lemma 1.10. If k=0
then k+l+m is odd, a contradiction. So k=1.
Corollary 1.16. l3.
Proof. This is immediate, since r7.
Lemma 1.17. There do not exist distinct x, y, z # X$ such that z is mixed
and each of x, y achieves both a, b.
Proof. Suppose such x, y, z exist. Then there is a position among a, b,
nor that x achieves on I but not on II, and there is a position in a, b, nor
that y achieves on I but not on III. Take a relation inducing I with x and
y in these positions and z apart from a and b. Then c cannot be moved,
a contradiction.
Lemma 1.18. r=7.
Proof. Let M + be the set of mixed elements that achieve both a and b
and let M &=M&M +. Let S be the set of on-elements and T the set of
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off-elements. By Lemma 1.9(iii), |M&|4, and if T{< then |M &|2
since off-elements are non-a and non-b. Since |T |1 we have
|T _ M&|4 in any case, so if r9 then |S _ M+|2. We can then
choose x{ y in S _ M+ and choose a mixed element z # M&[x, y] by
Corollary 1.16. This contradicts Lemma 1.17.
Lemma 1.19. k=0.
Proof. Assume k>0. Then by Lemmas 1.15 and 1.18 X$ consists of one
on-element u and three mixed elements z, t, v. By Lemma 1.17 none of the
mixed elements can achieve both a and b. So, by Lemma 1.9(iii), say z, t
are non-b and v is non-a.
We assert that none of z, t, v can achieve c on I. Suppose for example
that t does and take a relation inducing az | bu | ct. Then b cannot be
moved. If on the other hand v achieves c on I, take a relation inducing
az | bu | cv | t. Moving b can only yield a relation inducing az | u | bcv | t,
and then moving c yields one inducing caz | u | bv | t, because u is an on-
element. Now a cannot be moved, since z cannot achieve c on I and v is
non-a.
On the other hand, one of z, t, v does achieve c, by 3-apartness. Let x be
one that does. Then since x does not achieve c on I we have a relation in
E inducing ab | cx. If x is z or t, move b; if x is v, move a, necessarily to
join x. This is a contradiction, since z, t are non-b and v is non-a.
Lemma 1.20. m=0.
Proof. Assume m>0 so there exists an off-element y, which is non-a
and non-b by Lemma 1.13(i).
Since l=3, Lemma 1.17 tells us that we cannot have two mixed elements
achieving both a and b. Say z, t do not. Because of y’s presence one of them
must be non-a (say z) and one non-b (say t). We have a relation R in E
inducing at | bz | cy, and moving a must yield a relation inducing
t | bz | cy | a, so t does not achieve c on I. On the other hand, moving b
instead of a in R shows that z does not achieve c on I. Thus we do have
in E a relation inducing a | b | cy | zt, in which the third mixed element s
is placed with the only one of a, b it achieves on I. Moving a yields a rela-
tion inducing < | ab | cy | zt, and then moving b yields one inducing
< | a | bcy | zt, to avoid having s achieve the wrong one of a, b on I. Mov-
ing c then yields a relation inducing ac | by | zt, since y is an off-element
and t does not achieve c on I. But then a cannot be moved, since y is an
off-element and y and z are non-a.
For the remainder of this section we deal with the situation where r=7
and l=4. In this situation Lemma 1.17 guarantees us that at least three
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mixed elements do not achieve both a and b, so by Lemma 1.9(iii) we fix
z and t that are, say, non-b, and v that is non-a. We denote the fourth
mixed element by s.
Lemma 1.21. Either z and t achieve c on I and v does not, or v achieves
c on I and z and t do not.
Proof. By the argument in the last paragraph of the proof of Lemma
1.19, one of z, t, v must achieve c on I. It is impossible for all three to do
so, for if they do then when we start with a relation inducing at | b | cvz
and move a, we must get a relation inducing t | ab | cvz because t achieves
c on I, and then moving b yields a relation inducing t | a | cvz | b, con-
tradicting the fact that t achieves c on I.
To conclude the proof we must show that it is impossible for, say, z to
achieve c on I while t does not. So suppose this happens. Then we have a
relation in E inducing azt | bv | c, and moving in succession a, c, b, and a
we obtain relations inducing zt | bv | ac (by the behavior of z on I), then
zt | bcv | a (by the behavior of z and t on I), then zt | cv | ab, then
azt | cv | b. We conclude that v achieves c on I. But if we start with a rela-
tion inducing at | bv | cz and move b we get a relation inducing
at | v | cz | b, so v does not achieve c on I.
Lemma 1.22. It cannot happen that z and t achieve c on I and v does not.
Proof. Suppose it happens. We first note that then neither z not t can
achieve a on III. For suppose, say, z does, and take a relation in E induc-
ing az | bc | t. Then moving b produces a relation inducing az | c | t | b,
which contradicts the fact that in any relation inducing I, t must occur
either with a or with c.
Now consider s. Certainly s achieves b, since z and t do not. Assuming
that s also achieves a, let d be the one of a, b that s achieves on I. Start with
a relation inducing az | b | ct and placing s with d or with neither a nor b.
Then, using the result of the preceding paragraph, we see that when we
move c it must join a. Thus s achieves both d and nor on II, and s clearly
achieves on II the one of a, b it does not achieve on I. So s roams on II,
contradicting (V).
We conclude that s does not achieve a. So we have a relation inducing
az | bs | ct, and moving b shows that s does not achieve c on I. Thus, as in
the last paragraph of the proof of Lemma 1.19, s does not achieve c.
Likewise, neither does v.
We conclude that on III, s and v achieve only the position nor. By the
first paragraph of this argument, the same is true for z and t. Thus
w(III)=1, contradicting (V).
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Lemma 1.23. It cannot happen that v achieves c on I and z and t do not.
Proof. Suppose it happens, and note as before that z and t do not
achieve c.
Let d be the one of a, b that s achieves on I. If we take any relation in
E inducing az | b | cv | t and move c, c must join b, so s achieves both d and
nor on III. If d is a, then s achieves b on III (s achieves b since z, t do not),
so s roams on III contradicting (V). So d is b, and s does not achieve a on
I. If s achieves a it therefore does so on III, so s roams on III, contradicting
(V). So s is non-a.
Since z and t do not achieve c, s does, and thus s achieves c on I (since
s is non-a). So, on I, s achieves b and c, but not a or n. (Likewise for v.)
Now consider IV. If one of v, s achieves c on IV, take a relation in E wit-
nessing this and placing the other of v, s in position nor. Then moving a
produces a relation inducing I in which one of v, s occurs with neither b
nor c, a contradiction. Thus v and s achieve only the position nor on IV,
and the same is true for z and t. Thus w(IV)=1, contradicting (V).
We now have proved
Proposition 1.24. The Theorem holds in Subcase IB.
2. CASE II: 3-APARTNESS FAILS
We will approach Case II by considering a subset T of X of maximum
cardinality such that T is partitioned into at most two nonempty classes by
every relation in E. We let S be the set of elements in X that never occur
with any element of T in any relation in E, and we let M consist of the
remaining elements of X&T. Note that there is no relation in E in which
the elements of S occur in more than two classes.
We denote the cardinalities of T, S, M by t, s, m respectively. Note that
t3 since 3-apartness fails.
Lemma 2.1. Let R be a relation in E in which T is partitioned nontrivially
as T=A _ B. Let T=C _ D be a nontrivial partition of T. Then by moving
only elements of T we may obtain from R a relation R* in E in which A is
replaced by C and B is replaced by D.
Proof. Whenever we have a relation in E inducing a nontrivial partition
of T as T0 _ T1 , at least one Tj must have |Tj |2. When we move an ele-
ment from this Tj it can only go to T1& j . Using this observation the
Lemma follows easily.
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Lemma 2.2. tr&3.
Proof. tr&2 by our assumption that some relation R in E actually
has four nonempty classes. If t=r&2 then in R the set T is partitioned
nontrivially and T is apart from X&T (i.e. no element of T occurs with any
element of X&T). Using Lemma 2.1 we can move all the elements of T
and interchange the two classes comprising T, thus obtaining R again.
Every time we move an element we change a relation in Ei to one in E3&i
(i=1 or 2), and since r&2 is odd we conclude that R # E1 & E2 , a con-
tradiction. So t=r&2 is impossible.
Lemma 2.3. m>0.
Proof. If m=0 then X&T=S so we have a relation R in E in which
T is partitioned nontrivially and X&T is apart from T. If we move all the
elements of S, none of them can join T, and when we then move all the
elements of T by Lemma 2.1 we arrive at R again. Since r is odd we obtain
the contradiction R # E1 & E2 . K
We will proceed by first focusing our attention on the elements of M. By
a T-nontrivial relation we mean a relation in E that partitions T non-
trivially. We say that an element x is in position : in a T-nontrivial relation
if x is apart from T in this relation, and we say x is in position ; if x is in
one of the two classes containing T. If x # M then there is a T-nontrivial
relation in which x is in position :, and another in which x is in position ;.
If # is one of the positions :, ; we say that # is a restrictive position of x
if for every y # M either all T-nontrivial relations placing x in position #
place y in position :, or they all place y in position ;.
Lemma 2.4. No T-nontrivial relation can have two elements of M in
restrictive positions.
Proof. Suppose R is a T-nontrivial relation in which two elements of M
are in restrictive positions. Then when we move all the elements of M in
succession, each must stay in the same position it started in (: or ;). The
same is true for the elements of S, none of which can ever be in position
;. Finally, we move all the elements of T by Lemma 2.1 and obtain the
contradiction R # E1 & E2 .
In most of the situations to be discussed below we will show that the
number of distinct relations in E is at least 2r&1 by showing that this
number is at least
k(2r&t&2)(2t&1&1)
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for an appropriate k. (The origin of this expression will be clear after the
next Lemma.) To obtain
k(2r&t&2)(2t&1&1)2r&1,
i.e.,
k(2r&3&2r&t&2)4(2r&3),
we need
(k&4)(2r&3)k(2r&t&2),
or
2t&1
k
k&4
.
Since t3, k6 will suffice. Note for future reference that if t4 then
k5 will suffice.
Lemma 2.5. If x # M and neither position : or ; of x is restrictive, then
the Theorem holds.
Proof. By assumption we have y: and y; in M such that y: (respec-
tively y;) achieves both positions : and ; in T-nontrivial relations placing
x in position : (respectively position ;).
If we start with a T-nontrivial relation with both x and y: in position :,
then moving the r&t&2 elements of X&T&[x, y:] and using Lemma
2.1 to vary the partition of T produces 2r&t&2 (2t&1&1) relations with x
and y: both apart from T. (Different choices of the positions for the
elements of X&T&[x, y:] yield different relations because the elements of
T _ [x, y:] occur in three different classes.) Similarly, starting with a
T-nontrivial relation with x in position : and y: in position ; we produce
2(2r&t&2)(2t&1&1) relations with x apart from T and y: not, because for
any nontrivial partition of T we can use Lemma 2.1 to determine with
which component of T y: occurs. Likewise we get the same number of
relations with y; apart from T and x not. Finally, for relations in which
both x and y; occur with T the elements of T _ [x, y;] occur in only two
classes, so the factor 2r&t&2 drops to 2r&t&3, but we can determine with
which component of a nontrivial partition of T x occurs, so we get
2r&t&2 (2t&1&1) relations.
Combining all these results, we have k6, so the proof is complete.
Using Lemma 2.5 we now assume that every element x # M has a restric-
tive position in [:, ;]. It then follows from Lemma 2.4 that when m2
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every x # M also has a nonrestrictive position, so we may speak of the
restrictive and nonrestrictive positions of x.
Lemma 2.6 (m2). If x # M then there are at least 2(2r&t&2)(2t&1&1)
T-nontrivial relations in which x is in its restrictive position and all other
elements of M are in their nonrestrictive positions.
Proof. By Lemma 2.4 we need only show that with x in either position
: or ; the stated number of T-nontrivial relations exists. For x in position
: this follows by varying the partition of T and moving the r&t&1
elements of X&T&[x]. For x in position ;, varying the partition of T
and which component of the partition is to occur with x, and moving
the elements of X&T&[x] guarantees us at least (2t&1&1)(2)(2r&t&2)
relations.
Corollary 2.7. If m3 the Theorem holds.
Proof. If m3 then by Lemma 2.6 we have k6.
Lemma 2.8. Let m=2 and let M=[x, y]. If the restrictive positions of
x and y are the same then k5. If they are not the same then k6.
Proof. By Lemma 2.6 we have 4(2r&t&2)(2t&1&1) T-nontrivial rela-
tions in which one of the elements of M is in its restrictive position. We
also have a T-nontrivial relation in which both x and y are in their non-
restrictive positions, and then if these positions are either both : or both
; we produce 2r&t&2 (2t&1&1) such relations by arguments similar to
those given above. If the nonrestrictive positions are not the same we
produce 2(2r&t&2)(2t&1&1).
Lemma 2.9. If m=2 then the Theorem holds.
Proof. First note that if m=2 then s1 by Lemma 2.2. If s=1 then
since r7 we have t4, so since k5 by Lemma 2.8, the Theorem holds.
Now suppose s2. By Lemma 2.8 we may assume that the restrictive
positions of the elements x, y of M are the same. We will use this assump-
tion to supplement our count of T-nontrivial relations by producing rela-
tions in which T is partitioned trivially.
By assumption we have a T-nontrivial relation with x in position : and
y in position ;. Since s2 and elements of S can never occur with elements
of T, we can move an element of S if necessary to achieve a nontrivial parti-
tion of S, and in fact we can achieve any desired nontrivial partition P of S.
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We can also arrange to have either component of P we like occur with x.
We can then move elements of T until all the elements of T are in one class,
and we can arrange to have y occur with T or not, as we wish. This gives
us 4(2s&1&1) relations in which T is partitioned trivially and y is apart
from S but x is not.
Similarly we get 4(2s&1&1) in which x is apart from S but y is not, and
2(2s&1&1) in which both x and y are apart from S or neither is. So we
have 10(2s&1&1) relations in which T is partitioned trivially.
Since k5 it will now suffice to show that
5(2r&t&2)(2t&1&1)+10(2s&1&1)2r&1,
i.e.,
5(2r&3&2r&t&2+2s&2)2r&1.
Since s=r&t&2 we need
5(2r&3&2)4(2r&3),
or 2r&310. But this is true since r7.
Proposition 2.10. The Theorem holds in Case II.
Proof. We must deal with the situation m=1. This is the situation in
the example (given in the Introduction) that suggests the value 2r&2&1 for
$(r, 4), so we cannot hope to produce more than 2r&1&2 relations.
To produce 2r&1&2 of them, let P and Q be partitions of S and T,
respectively, such that at least one of P or Q is nontrivial, and let M=[x].
By an argument similar to that in the proof of Lemma 2.9 we can produce
a relation in E that induces P and Q on S and T and places x in any one
we like of the four positions afforded by P and Q with respect to the
elements of S _ T. This gives us
4[(2s&1)(2t&1)&1]=2s+t&4=2r&1&4
distinct relations, and we can produce two more in which both S and T are
partitioned trivially and x occurs with whichever of S or T we like. For
instance, to make x occur with S note that we already have a relation R
in which S is partitioned trivially, x occurs with S, and T is partitioned as
[z] _ (T&[z]). We can move z to produce a relation distinct from R, and
in such a relation T is partitioned trivially.
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